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INTERSPERSIONS AND DISPERSIONS

CLARK KIMBERLING

(Communicated by William W. Adams)

Abstract. An array A = (a,;) of all the positive integers is an interspersion

if the terms of any two rows, from some point on, alternate in size, and a

dispersion if, for a suitable sequence (s„), the recurrence a, = sa,_, holds for

each entry aj of each row of A , for j > 2 . An array is proved here to be an

interspersion if and only if it is a dispersion. Such arrays whose rows satisfy

certain recurrences are considered.

1. Definitions

An array A = (a,;), i > 1, j > 1, of positive integers is an interspersion if

(11) the rows of A comprise a partition of the positive integers;

(12) every row of A is an increasing sequence;

(13) every column of A is an increasing (possibly finite) sequence;

(14) if (Uj) and (Vj) are distinct rows of .4, and if p and q are any indices

for which up <vq < up+x , then up+x < vq+x < up+2.

Property (14) motivates the name interspersion as follows. Suppose (Uj) and

(Vj) are distinct rows of A. Assume without loss that ux < vx , and let h be

the index satisfying un <vx < un+x . Then (14) inductively implies that

uh < vx < uh+x <v2< uh+2 <v3< uh+i <v4< un+4 <■■■ .

That is, given any two rows of A , beginning at the first term of the row having

the greater initial term, all the following terms are individually separated by

individual terms of the other row. See Tables 1 and 2 in §3 for numerical

examples of interspersions.

An array B — (bjj) is a dispersion [specifically the dispersion of the sequence

(Sk)] if

(DI) the first column of B is a strictly increasing sequence,

and there exists a strictly increasing sequence (sk) such that

(D2)   bx2=sx >2,
(D3) the complement of the set {biX: i > 1} is the set {sk},

(D4)   bij = sbi ._, for all j >3 for i = 1 and for all j > 2 for all i >2.
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Such an arrary B disperses the sequence (sk) in the sense that the rows of the

array remaining after deleting from B its first column comprise a partition of

the set {sk} . We shall prove that every interspersion is a dispersion (Theorem

1) and that every dispersion is an interspersion (Theorem 2). Then we shall

examine several examples of such arrays, with a particular interest in those

whose rows are linear recurrence sequences. Finally, we shall state an open

question concerning sequences that are capable of being the first row of an

interspersion, all of whose row sequences satisfy a simple recurrence relation.

2. Equivalence of interspersion and dispersion

Lemma 1. Suppose A = (a,j) is an interspersion. For i > 1 and j > 1, let

r = aij+x - atj. Then each of the r numbers ajj + 1, atj + 2,..., fl/,;+i lies
in one and only one row of A numbered from 1 up to r.

Proof. First, if r = 1 then i = I, for if not, then fl; j+i - atj = 1 for some

/' > 2 and j > 1, but then by Property (14) some number x in row 1 satisfies

atj < x < fljj+i, contrary to r = 1.

Now Ojj+x lies in row i. If r = 1 then / = 1, and the proof is finished.

So suppose r > 2, and let m be any positive integer satisfying 1 < m < r

and m ^ i, and assume that amX < ajj+x . By Property (14), there is an index

p satisfying a,; < amp < atj+x, so that amp = ay + h for some h satisfying
1 < h < r — 1. That is, if the first term of row m is less than a,-j+i then row

m contains a number a(J + h , where 1 < h < r — 1. We shall show next that

such a row contains only one such number.

Suppose

amp = atj + h   and   amq = ajj + k,

with h < k, are two of the numbers in question, both lying in row m. We

have amp < aiJ+x < am<p+x by (14) so that amp < amq < am<p+x. However,

it is impossible for amq to lie between two consecutive terms of row m . This

contradiction shows that the r - 1 numbers lie, one per row, in the first r rows

of A. Note that this means that our assumptions 1 < m < r, m ^ i, and

ami < aij+x were sufficient to account for all of the r - 1 numbers.

We have to show also that i < r; i.e., that atj+x lies in one of the first r

rows of A. By (14), each of the rows numbered from 1 to i" — 1 contains a

number x satisfying aij < x < fljj+i. By (II) these x are distinct, so there

are i — 1 of them. As there are only r - 1 distinct positive integers between

ajj and a, j+i, we conclude that i <r.

Finally, if amX > atj+x for some m satisfying 1 < m < r, then by (13),

o-m+n,\ > ai,j+\ f°r all n > 0, so by (12), no element of any of the rows

numbered m + n , for n > 0, is < aitj+x . Then the array A does not contain

all the integers a,7 + h for 1 < h < r, contrary to (II).

Lemma 2. If A = (a^) is an interspersion, then

alJ+x =aij + Cx(aij+x),

where C*(m) denotes, for m > 1, the number of terms in the first column of A

that are < m .
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Proof. Let i and j be arbitrary positive integers, and write r = aij+x - ajj.

Case 1. Suppose r — 1. Then i = 1, as in the proof of Lemma 1. Now if

aXj+x - aXj = 1 for all j, then row 1 is simply the sequence (j) of positive

integers, and A = (j), so that Cx*(aXj+x) = I as required.

Otherwise, let K be the least j for which aXj+x-aXj > 2. Then C*(aXj) = 1
for all j < K, and we need only show that there are no other pairs (i, j) for

which r = 1. The number aXK + 1 lies in row p for some p > 2. Write

aXK + 1 = apq , so that aXK < apq < aitK+i, and by (14),

dpq < <*\,K+\ < ap,q+\ < U\,K+2 <•'• .

That is, aXj+x - aXj > 2 for all j > K. Clearly, (12) and (13) force (p, q) =
(2, 1), and it follows that a, j+i - a,7 > 2 for all j > 1 for all / > 2. Thus,
all pairs (i, j) for which r = 1 have been considered.

Case 2. Suppose r > 2 . By Lemma 1, row r contains a number x satisfying

x < a-ij+i and no higher numbered row contains such a number. Since, by (12),

ciri <x < atj+x, we conclude by (14) that C*(ajj+X) = fli,_/+i - atj .

Lemma 3. Suppose A = (ajj) is an interspersion. Let (sk) be the sequence

obtained by arranging in increasing order the numbers in the complement of the

set {aiX: i > 1}. Suppose i > 1 and j > 1. Then atj+x = sSi t ■

Proof. First, we consider the first two terms in any row: suppose i is arbitrary

and y'=l. By Lemma 2, the number of elements of column 1 that are < ai2

is a,2 - an . Thus, the number of numbers of the sequence (sk) that are < aa

is an , which is to say that ai2 = saj , .

Continuing with arbitrary i, let j > 2, and let c7 be the set of numbers

in (sk) that are < atj+x. As an induction hypothesis, suppose that a,-,y_i of
these numbers are < a,; . Then to prove a,-j+i = sa,,, we must prove that the

number of numbers in the set

T = {au +l,au + 2, ... , aiJ+x}

that lie in 5 is a;j — a,- j-\ .
To that end, note that by Lemma 1, the fl«,y+i — tfi7 numbers in T lie, one

per row, in rows numbered from 1 to a,7+i - a,7. The induction hypothesis

implies that the rows numbered from 1 to atj-aij-X all have column 1 entries

that are < a/y, so that a^ - ajj-X of the numbers in T, by Property (12), do

not lie in column 1. All the other numbers in T do lie in column 1, because

of (12). Therefore a,7 - a,j-i is the number of numbers in T, as was to be

shown.

Theorem 1. If an array A = (ajj) satisfies Properties (II)—(14) then it satisfies

Properties (D1)-(D4).

Proof. Suppose A satisfies (II)—(14). Let (sk) be the sequence obtained by

arranging in increasing order the numbers in the complement of the set {an : i >

1} . We shall construct the dispersion B = (b,j) of the sequence (sk) and then

prove that B = A.
Let bxx = 1 and bX2 = sx . Define bXj recursively as s^ ._, for all j > 3.

Let b2x be the least positive integer not in {bXj}, and define by = Sb2 _, for all

j > 2. Once the (i - l)st row is constructed for arbitrary / > 3, let biX be the
least positive integer not in {b„j: h < i: — 1} (unless there are no such integers,

in which case clearly A and now B consist of only finitely many rows), and
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define 6,7 = Sf,. _, for all j > 2. It is clear that the array B so defined satisfies

(D1)-(D4) and is the only such array for the particular sequence (sk).

Suppose for arbitrary i that bn = an , and as an induction hypothesis,

assume that bij = aij. Then by Lemma 3,

bij+i = sbj ̂  = sa, j = OiJ+l-

Thus, if the initial terms biX and aiX are equal, then the entire rows (bij) and

(aij) are equal. It remains to be seen that bn = an for all i > 1.

First, bxx = axx, by definition of bxx . Assume that biX — aiX for all i < k ,

where k is an arbitrary positive integer. As already shown, the sets B' —

{bhj' h < k, j > 1} and A' = {a^j: h < k, j > 1} are equal. The number
bk+i, 1 is the least positive integer not in B', hence the least not in A'. By (12),

bk+\, 1 must be the first number in its row in the truncated array A - A', and

by (13), this number must therefore occupy the position (k + 1, 1) in A . We

conclude that ^+1,1 = #fc+i,i and by induction that bn = an for all i > 1,

as was required to finish the proof.

Theorem 2. If an array A = (aij) satisfies Properties (D1)-(D4), then it satisfies

Properties (I1)-(I4).

Proof. First, suppose A satisfies (D1)-(D4), and let {sk} be as in (D2)-(D4).

Property (D4) shows that row ;' is a strictly increasing sequence for all i > 1,

so that (12) holds.
Next, we shall see that every positive integer m is a term of B . If not, let

n be the least not in B. Then n cannot lie in column 1, so by (D3), n — sm

for some m, and m < n since (sk) is strictly increasing. But then m = bij

for some / and j . By (D4), n = biyj+x , a contradiction.

To see that each m occurs in B only once, we recognize three cases: (1)

if bh\ = bn then h = i, by (DI); (2) if b/,x = bij, where j > 2, then
bn\ = sbt ■_, > contrary to (D3); (3) suppose bbk = bij, where j > 2, k > 2,

and (i, j) y£ (h, k). Assume k is the least positive integer for which b/,k = bij

for some choice of h, i, and j. Then since bnk = sbh k_l and bij = S(,i _,

and (sk) is strictly increasing, we have bflk_x = bjj_x , a contradiction. We

conclude that every positive integer occurs once and only once in B, so that

(II) holds.
Now (DI) implies a,+i,i > fl,-,i for all 1 > 1. For any fixed i>\, assume

for arbitrary j > 1 that ai+Xj > a, j . Then

ai+\,j+\ = Vnj > sa,,j = <*i,j+l »

since (sk) is a strictly increasing sequence. Thus, by induction on j, al+Xj+x >

ajj+x for all j > I, and since this holds for all i, we conclude that column j

is strictly increasing. Thus, (13) holds.
Finally, suppose (Uj) and (Vj) are distinct rows of A and that p and q

are indices for which up < vq < up+x . Then sUp < sVq < sUp+l , since (sk) is

strictly increasing. By (D4) up+x < vq+x < up+2, so that (14) holds, and a proof

of Theorem 2 is completed.

The concepts of interspersion (of the rows) and dispersion (of a sequence)

as defined at the beginning of this paper have now been proved equivalent. In

the sequel, any array that is an interspersion will be called an ID array.
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Very simple ID arrays are given by aij = i + (j — \)m for i = 1,2, ... , m

and all j > 1, where m is a fixed positive integer. Here fl|,y+i —fly = w for all

i and 7 , and the array consists of only m rows. More generally, as can easily

be verified, an ID array has infinitely many rows if and only if the differences

aij+i - aXj in row 1 are unbounded. When this is the case, we note that the

ID array has a natural sort of inverse, defined as follows.

3. Inverse ID arrays

Suppose A = (a^) is an ID array containing infinitely many rows. The

inverse, A~x, of A, is the dispersion of the sequence (an), i > 2 (i.e., the

first column of A, minus its first term, 1). With (sk) as in (D1)-(D4), we write

sj(x) for s(sj~x(x)), where s°(x) = x and sx(x) = sx . Let (tk) be the ordered

complement of the set {sk} . Then for A = (a^) and A~x = (btj) we can write

atj = sJ~x(tj) for all i > 1 and j > 1, and 6y = fJ'_1(s,-_i) for ;' > 1 for

/ > 2; the first row of B is given by bxx = 1 and 6iy- = tj~2(t2) for j >2.
Among ID arrays are those that disperse a strictly increasing sequence (sk)

of the form sk = [ak + y], where a is irrational, y real and < 1, and sx > 2.

Here, [x] denotes, as usual, the greatest integer < x . Let /? = a/(a - 1) and

3 = y/(\ - a), and assume that y is chosen so that nfi + S is not an integer

for any integer n . It follows immediately from Fraenkel [ 1, Theorem XI] that

the ordered complement of (sk) is conveniently given by tk - [@k + S]. See

also Graham [2].

As a specific example of such an ID array and its inverse, let a = (1 + v/5)/2

and y = \ , so that sk represents the integer nearest ak (Tables 1 and 2). The

array A is then the Stolarsky array, discussed by Morrison [4], who cites several

other references to the Stolarsky array.
The first of these numerical examples also shows that a certain sequence, in

this case the Fibonacci numbers, can serve as the first row of an ID array in

which all the subsequent rows satisfy a common recurrence relation, in this case,

ajj =aiyj-\ +atj-2.

Table 1. The Stolarsky array

12 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 •••

4 6 10 16 26 42 68 110 178 288

7 11 18 29 47 76 123 199 322 521

9 15 24 39 63 102 165 267 432 699

12 19 31 50 81 131 212 343 555 898

14 23 37 60 97 157 254 411 665 1076

17 28 45 73 118 191 309 500 809 1309

20 32 52 84 136 220 356 576 932 1508

22 36 58 94 152 246 398 644 1042 1686

25 40 65 105 170 275 445 720 1165 1885
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Table 2. Inverse of the Stolarsky array

1 4 12 33 88 232 609 1596 4180 10945 •■•

2 7 20 54 143 376 986 2583 6764 17710

3 9 25 67 177 465 1219 3193 8361 21891

5 14 38 101 266 698 1829 4790 12542 32837

6 17 46 122 321 842 2206 5777 15126 39602

8 22 59 156 410 1075 2816 7374 19307 50548

10 27 72 190 499 1308 3426 8971 23488 61494

11 30 80 211 554 1452 3803 9958 26072 68259

13 35 93 245 643 1685 4413 11555 30253 79205

15 41 109 287 753 1973 5167 13529 35421 92735

4. First row and iteration sequences

The remainder of this paper addresses the following questions. What se-

quences (aj) can be the first row of an ID array A ? And, in the case that such

a sequence (aj) satisfies a recurrence relation 31, when is it possible for all

the rows of such an ID array A to satisfy 31 ?

Theorem 3. A sequence (af) of positive integers is the first row of an ID array

A = (aij) if and only if ax = 1, a2 > 2, and aj > 2a/_i - aj-2 for all j > 3.

Proof. The inequality aj > 2a,_i - a,_2 can be written as

(1) fl;-fly-1 >fl,-i -aj-i-

If A is an ID array, then ax = 1, a2 > 2, and (1) follows immediately from

Lemma 2 since the first column of A is strictly increasing.

Now assume ax = 1, a2 > 2, and (1) for all j > 3, and construct an array

(a/j) as follows. Let aXj = aj for all j > 1. If aj+x - a}■ = 1 for all j, then
the construction is finished, and A is simply the sequence of positive integers.

Step 1. Otherwise, let k be the least j for which aj+x - aj > 2. Define

fl2i =fl* + l, fl3i =ak+2,..., and amX =ak+x-l, where m = ak+x-ak-l.

Now every integer from 1 to ak+x is positioned in the array being constructed,

and clearly, for all of row 1 and for (an), \ < i < m, Properties (I2)-(I4),

modified in the obvious way to apply to the partial array, hold.

Step 2. For j = k + 1, we have by (1) at least as many integers as■ + 1, a,- +

2,..., fly+i — 1 to position as in Step 1. Define a22 = a3 +1, a32 = aj + 2, ... ,

and am2 = aj+x - 1, where m = ai+x - fly — 1. If aj+x - aj = ak+x - ak,
then every integer from 1 to o,+i is positioned in A , and Step 2 is finished.

Otherwise, assign the remaining aj+x - aj - (ak+x - ak) integers in increasing
order to consecutive positions in column 1 beginning at position (m + 1, 1).

This finishes Step 2. Clearly, Properties (II)—(14) suitably restricted hold. We
continue inductively:

Step j. For arbitrary j > k + 1, position the integers a; + h for h =

1,2,..., aj+x - fly - 1 by placing aj + h at the end of row h + 1 . By this, we
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mean appending aj + h in the next position to the right of the number assigned

to row h +1 in Step j — I, or, if h is large enough that no number was assigned

to row h + 1 in Step j — 1, then we begin row h + 1 with an+x i = fly- + h.

It is clear that every positive integer is eventually assigned a position in the

array, so that (II) holds. Moreover, since (12), (13), and (14), suitably restricted,

hold after each step of the construction, they hold for the completed construc-

tion.

Corollary. Call a sequence (aj) of positive integers an iteration sequence if there

exists a strictly increasing sequence (sk) of positive integers such that

(i)   ax = sx > 2, and

(ii)   aj =saj_l for j = 2,3, ... .

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that (aj) be an iteration sequence is

that

(2) aj > 2aj-X - aj^2   for all j > 3.

Proof. First suppose (aj) is an iteration sequence. Let bxx = 1 and bx2 =

sx = ax. Let {bjX: i > 1} be the ordered complement of {sk}, and define

bij = s&, _, for all j > 3 for i = 1 and for all j > 2 for all i > 1. Then

Properties (D1)-(D4) hold, so that the array B = (by) is an ID array. Its

first row, by (D4) and (ii), is the sequence 1, ax, a2, a$, ... . By Theorem 3,

statement (2) holds.
For the converse, suppose (2) holds. By Theorem 3, the sequence 1, ax, a2,

a^, ... is the first row of an ID array. Let (sk) be as in Properties (D1)-(D3).

Then by (D4), statement (ii) holds, so that (aj) is an iteration sequence.

(The open question posed in §5 can be regarded as a question about iteration

sequences.)

5. Recurrent row sequences

We return now to the question of ID arrays all of whose rows satisfy a com-

mon recurrence relation 31. This question appears to be difficult in general.
We shall consider only second-order linear recurrences generated by nearly arith-

metic sequences of the form sk = [ak + y], where a > 1 is irrational and sx >

2. To this end, suppose a and b are integers and x2-ax-b = (x-a)(x-P),

where a > 1 and |/?| < 1. For arbitrary y and positive integer n, let

(3) tx =[an + y], t2 = [atx +y], ... ,tk = [atk^x +y], ... .

We are interested in those a, /?, and y for which, for every n , the sequence

(tk) satisfies the recurrence relation

(4) tk = atk_x + btk_2   for all k > 3,

because in this case the dispersion of (sk) has all row sequences satisfying (4).

In the notation at hand, the dispersion of (sk), as constructed in the proof of

Theorem 1, is as follows:

bxx = l,bx2 = [a + y], ... , bXj = [abjj-X + y];

b2x = least positive integer not in {bXj}, b22 = [ab2x +y], ... ,

b2j = [ab2J-X +y];

bn = least positive integer not in {bXj} U {b2j}, and so on.
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When all the rows of this dispersion satisfy a recurrence 32 , we call the disper-

sion an 32 array and say that the sequence (sk) is recurrence-complete. (More

generally, we may speak of the set of n for which the sequence (4) satisfies 32

as the recurrence set of (sk), so that (sk) is recurrence-complete if its recurrence
set is the set of all positive integers.)

Theorem 4. Suppose a > 1 is irrational and \P\ < 1. Suppose 32 is the

recurrence (4), where x2 - ax - b = (x - a)(x - p). If -I < P <0, then the

dispersion of the sequence (sk) = ([ak + y]) is an 32 array if and only if

IfO<B< 1 then the dispersion of (sk) is an 32 array if and only if0<y< 1.

Proof. For each row of the dispersion of (sk) there is a positive integer n for

which the row begins with tx = [an + y] and t2 = [atx + y] and continues

inductively with tk = [atk_x + y]. What we must prove then is that for every

n > 1, (tk) satisfies recurrence (4) if and only if the conditions stated above

for y hold.
Recall (e.g., Hall [3, p. 22]) that a sequence (tk) satisfies a recurrence (4) if

and only if tk = cxak + c2Bk for all k > 1, where

h ~ Ph , t2- atx

a(a-B) p(B-a)

The following statements, for all k > 2, hence for all j > 0, are therefore

equivalent:

tk = [atk_x +y] = cxak +c20k,

[a(cxak~x +c2pk~x) + y] = cxak +c2pk ,

[cxak + c2pk + c2pk~x(a -P) + y] = cxak + c2pk ,

[c2pk-x(a-P) + y] = 0,

0 < (atx - t2)B> + y < 1, 0 < sn0J + y(l-$j)<l,

where sn = a[an + y] + y - [a[an + y] + y] is the fractional part of a[an + y] + y,

so that the final equivalent statement can be written as

(6) jr^i -y - -jr^Y-

If -1 < p < 0, then for all n > 1 and all j > 1,

enPj   ^   £nP    .     P ,    e„fiJ - 1 ^ enB -1 ^      1
a^t-^t<^t and 7^T-T^r>i^'

so that (5) implies (6).   Moreover, (5) is necessary if (6) is to hold for all

pertinent n and j; to see this, note that the set of fractional parts ((an + y))

is dense in the interval (0, 1), so that the numbers e„ also form a dense set,

so that
£nP          P            .    . ,£nP-l         1

sup -^—r = -^—r    and    inf —r—— =--.
„>, P-l        P-l n>\    P -I 1 - P
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If 0 < p < 1, then

sr-—7 < 0 = sup -=-•—-   and   —=-.—— > 1 =   inf   ———— ,
PJ~l j,n>\PJ~l P1-^     ~ Ln>\    pJ-l

so that for 0 < P < 1 the inequality 0 < y < 1 is necessary and sufficient

for (6).

Corollary. Let a and 32 be as in Theorem 4. Then the dispersion of the

sequence (sk) = ([ak + j]) is an 32 array.

Open question. Suppose a and b are integers and x2-ax-b = (x — a)(x — B),

where a is irrational, a > \ , and |/?| > 1. Let

fli = [a + {-],a2 = [aax +{■],... , ak = [aak-{ + \], ... .

Does there exist an 32 array A whose first row is the sequence 1, ax, a2, a$,

... , where 32 is the recurrence (4)? When such an A exists, to what ex-

tent must the ordered complement of the first column of A deviate from the

sequence (sk) = ([ak + j]) or some other easily formulated sequence?
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